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Using saturated alkyl chain series with a dithiol anchor group, we systematically examined the intrinsic charge
transport of single-molecule junctions in an electromigrated nanogap electrode. The saturated alkyl molecular
system constitutes an important control series in molecular transport experiments to corroborate valid molecular
junctions, because molecular energy levels remain nearly unchanged with molecular length, and the transport
mechanism has been unambiguously established. Inelastic electron tunneling spectroscopy, temperature-variable
current-voltage measurement, length-dependent conductance measurement, and transition voltage spectroscopy
all validate the observation of intrinsic molecular properties in the electromigrated nanogap junctions.

Introduction

Since Aviram and Ratner proposed the first molecular rectifier
to predict the feasibility of constructing a functional molecular
device with using single molecules as active elements,1 the field
of molecular electronics has attracted a lot of interest over the
past few decades.2,3 A diversity of characteristic functions
illustrated by single molecules, including rectifiers,4 switches,5

and transistors,6-8 have been accordingly designed and reported.
All these aspects render single molecules as promising candi-
dates for the next generation of electronics. Furthermore, it is
now possible to measure charge transport through single
molecules or small molecular groups bridging macroscopic
external contacts with the rapid development of various measur-
ing techniques. For example, the electromigrated nanogap is
one of a number of widely adopted techniques to achieve
electrical contacts to single or very few molecules, and which
is especially advantageous to prepare three-terminal molecular
devices.6,7 The fabrication is performed by the controlled passage
of a large electrical current through the thin metal wire
predefined by electron-beam lithography, causing the electromi-
gration of metal atoms and eventual breakage of the metal wire.9

This process can yield a stable electrode separation with a
nanometer-sized gap, which is often bridged by the desired
molecules, creating molecular transport junctions.

In this study, we present the characterization of coherent
tunneling transport in the molecular junction formed by the
electromigrated nanogap using a series of alkanedithiol mol-
ecules having various lengths, in combination with a variety of
molecular transport techniques including inelastic electron
tunneling spectroscopy (IETS),10-12 temperature- and length-
variable transport measurements,13 and transition voltage spec-
troscopy (TVS).14-16 The alkanedithiols constitute a prototypical
control series in molecular transport experiments, because their

effective energy levels remain to be almost invariant with
molecular length, and it has been clearly demonstrated that
coherent, off-resonant tunneling is the transport mechanism for
these molecular junctions.13,17 Thus, they form a perfect control
to corroborate intrinsic molecular properties in the electromi-
grated nanogap junctions, letting us firmly exclude not only
defective features arising from the possible metal (or impurity)
debris in the gap after fabrication18-23 but also the formation of
tunnel junctions without the desired molecules.16,24

Experimental Methods

Device Fabrication. Electron-beam lithography and lift-off
are used to create 15-nm-thick Au wires with widths of about
50 nm at their narrowest constriction, as shown in Figure 1a.
After the samples were cleaned in oxygen plasma for 1 min,
molecular deposition on the Au surface was performed in a
dilute solution (1 mM) of alkanedithiol molecules in 10 mL of
ethanol for 24 h, inside a nitrogen-filled glovebox with an
oxygen level of less than 10 ppm. Before use, each sample was
rinsed in ethanol and gently blown dry in a nitrogen stream to
remove noncovalently attached molecules. Then, the samples
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Figure 1. (a) Atomic force microscopy image of continuous Au wire
before electromigration. The inset shows a false colored scanning
electron microscopy image focusing on a broken nanogap after
electromigration. (b) A schematic of a final device incorporating a 1,8-
octanedithiol molecule into the electromigrated nanogap junction.
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coated with the molecules were immediately cooled down to
4.2 K (in a vacuum cryostat), and the electromigration proceeded
to form electrode pairs with a nanometer-scale separation by
ramping up a dc voltage,9,25 across which the molecules are
attached. The schematic of the final devices is illustrated in
Figure 1b.

Low Temperature Transport and IETS Measurements.
The transport and IETS measurements of the electromigrated
molecular junctions were performed at 4.2 K, with a custom-
built cryogenic measurement apparatus. The devices are mounted
onto a 28-pin leadless chip carrier socket on the sample stage
inside a vacuum chamber that is evacuated and purged with
He gas before being lowered into a liquid He storage dewar. In
order to reduce the noise level, triaxial cables are used to connect
the socket leads to the measurement instruments outside the
cryogenic vacuum chamber through vacuum electrical feed-
throughs. A calibrated Lakeshore thermometer is mounted on
the sample stage to monitor sample temperature, and a resistive
heater in a feedback loop with the thermometer is mounted on
the sample stage to maintain the sample temperature. In order
to measure the current (I)-voltage (V) characteristics, we used
a 16-bit digital-to-analog converter for bias voltages and a low-
noise current amplifier (Ithaco 1211) followed by a digital
multimeter (Agilent 34410) for current measurement. All the
grounds of the system were isolated to remove ground-loops
and electrical noise. The IETS (d2I/dV2) spectrum was directly
measured using a lock-in amplifier (Stanford Research Systems
830) and a home-built current-voltage sweeper controlled by
a computer running via GPIB. An ac modulation of 7.8 mV
(root-mean-square) at a frequency of 1033 Hz with a lock-in
time constant of 1 s was applied to the sample to obtain the
second harmonic signals, proportional to d2I/dV2. The ac
modulation voltage is added to a dc bias generated by the 16-
bit digital-to-analog converter, using operational amplifier-based
custom circuitry.26 Note that such a direct measurement of the
second harmonic signal is preferential to numerical differentia-
tion of the dI/dV data because the numerical differentiation
decreases the signal-to-noise ratio.

Results and Discussion

In the process of breaking the Au wire, the molecules
covering the surface of the initial Au wire occasionally become
trapped in the junction. The molecular trapping events between
the separated gap electrodes are not controllable but inherently
stochastic.27 In this study, we examined more than 800 nanogap
devices, and then we focused on 42 (∼5%) devices showing a
reproducible symmetry I(V) curve with a sigmoid shape,
indicative of a typical coherent tunneling feature. In the
following sections, we demonstrate the molecular contribution
to charge transport in these junctions by performing a variety
of transport techniques by which we can establish criteria to
constitute valid single or few molecule junctions. The remaining
26% devices showed Coulomb blockade or zero-bias enhance-
ment of the conductance indicative of the Kondo effect, most
likely where small islands in the form of gold grains are present
in the gap region instead of molecules.19,20,23,27 In about 40%
of the devices, no detectable current was observed (electrodes
too far apart for measurable conduction). In addition, the
remainder of the devices were too unstable to study the transport
characteristics in detail. For example, current-induced irrevers-
ible changes take place and device stability is often poor at high
current densities and elevated temperatures significantly above
4.2 K, likely owing to the atomic diffusion of the Au electrode
materials.22 These unstable devices were regarded as nonworking
devices as well.

Inelastic Electron Tunneling Spectroscopy. Inelastic elec-
tron tunneling spectroscopy (IETS) has recently become a
primary characterization technique to identify the component
molecules present in molecular transport junctions,6,10-12 analo-
gous to infrared and Raman spectroscopy for macroscopic
samples, for an unambiguous determination of the molecular
species in the junction. In IETS, as illustrated in the inset of
Figure 2, an inelastic tunneling channel can be open, in addition
to the elastic one, above the excitation threshold |eV| ) Ω for
a molecular vibration (where e is elementary charge, V is applied
bias, and Ω is vibrational energy).28 The conductance change
caused by the opening of the inelastic channel at |eV| ) Ω is
very small (<1%) in generic off-resonant conditions which are
situated in the limit of weak coupling between the transporting
charge and the frontier molecular orbitals, and thus is usually
not visible in I(V) plots.28 Instead, such changes can be clearly
observed as reproducible features (usually peaks) in the second
derivative d2I/dV2 plotted against V.

Figure 2 shows a representative IETS spectrum of Au-1,8-
octanedithiol-Au junctions. A standard ac modulation technique
with a lock-in amplifier was carried out at 4.2 K to directly
acquire the second (d2I/dV2) harmonic signals (see the above
Experimental Section for details). The spectra are stable and
reproducible upon successive bias sweep, and the same vibra-
tional peaks are observed repetitively for other octanedithiol
junctions. The antisymmetry for positive and negative bias in
the IETS spectrum is also checked in Figure S1 (in the
Supporting Information), using a different octanedithiol junction.
We assign the observed spectral features to specific molecular
vibrations by comparison with previously reported infrared,
Raman, and IETS measurements, and also by density functional

Figure 2. IETS spectrum (d2I/dV2) of Au-1,8-octanedithiol-Au
junctions, directly obtained from the lock-in second harmonic signal
at 4.2 K. The peaks are labeled with their assigned vibrational modes
(see also Table 1). The inset shows an energy diagram illustrating the
inelastic tunneling process. An inelastic tunneling channel is open at
the excitation threshold |eV| ) Ω for a molecular vibration.

TABLE 1: Summary of Vibrational Mode Assignments for
the IETS Spectrum of Au-1,8-Octanedithiol-Au Junctions

peak position

in mV in cm-1 mode assignment description

84 677 ν(C-S) C-S stretching
113 911 δr(CH2) CH2 in-plane rocking
142 1145 ν(C-C) C-C stretching
159 1282 γw(CH2) CH2 out-of-plane wagging
186 1500 δs(CH2) CH2 in-plane scissoring
353 2847 ν(C-H) C-H stretching
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theory calculations. In the IETS spectrum, peaks are reproduc-
ibly observed at 84, 113, 142, 159, 186, and 353 mV, which
correspond to ν(C-S) stretching, δr(CH2) rocking, ν(C-C)
stretching, γw(CH2) wagging, δs(CH2) scissoring, and ν(C-H)
stretching modes, respectively. The absence of a prominent peak
corresponding to the ν(S-H) stretching mode at ∼319 mV
(2575 cm-1) indicates that the thiol (-SH) anchoring group is
reacted with the Au electrode pairs broken during the elec-
tromigration.10 The detailed peak assignments for molecular
vibrations observed in this study are listed in Table 1. All of
the spectral features are attributable to vibrational modes
associated with the molecular species, which suggests that the
molecule is the only thing in the junction through which
tunneling is occurring. Therefore, the fully assigned IETS
spectrum provides unambiguous experimental evidence of the
existence of the constituent molecules incorporated into the
electromigrated nanogap junctions.

Temperature- and Length-Variable Transport Measure-
ments. The temperature-variable I(V) measurement is necessary
to investigate the conduction mechanism. Figure 3 shows a
representative temperature-variable I(V) characteristic of 1,8-
octanedithiol bridging the Au nanogap electrodes as described
in Figure 1. The I(V) curves were measured between 4.2 and
90 K, and no temperature dependence was observed. The
temperature-independent I(V) characteristic is a clear manifesta-
tion of tunneling, and eliminates many of the other potential
alternative mechanisms such as thermionic or hopping conduc-
tions. Thus far, a consistent picture has emerged for the off-
resonant tunneling mechanism with saturated alkyl chains,13

which can be reasonably expected when the Fermi energy of
the electrode lies within a large energy gap between the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied
molecular orbital (LUMO) of short molecules as in the case of
alkanedithiols.

Another well-established validation method to interrogate the
transport mechanism of molecular junctions is to examine the
dependence of conductance on the molecular length.29-31 For
example, in the case of coherent, off-resonant tunneling, the
conductance of alkanedithiol molecules will show an exponential
decrease with the molecular length. In particular, the conduc-
tance (G) is expected to be proportional to exp(-�N), where N
is the number of carbon atoms in alkanedithiol molecules and
� is the tunneling decay coefficient. In order to investigate the
length-dependent conductance, we examined the conductance
of five different alkanedithiols with various chain lengths: 1,8-
octanedithiol (HS-C8H16sSH, denoted as DC8 for the number
of carbon atoms), 1,9-nonanedithiol (HS-C9H18sSH, DC9),
1,10-decanedithiol (HS-C10H20sSH, DC10), 1,11-undecanedithi-
ol (HS-C11H22sSH, DC11), and 1,12-dodecanedithiol
(HS-C12H24sSH, DC12). As illustrated in the inset of Figure

4, the conductance values were obtained by the least-squares
linear fit from low-bias regimes (-0.1 V e V e 0.1 V) of I(V)
characteristics. As anticipated above, we see that a semilog plot
of the conductance values versus the molecular length is linear
in Figure 4. Each conductance value in Figure 4 represents the
average of data selected with the one sigma criteria (see Figure
S2 in the Supporting Information for details of the data
selection), and the error bar is the standard deviation for the
selected data. From the linear fit (the solid line across data
points) in Figure 4, we found a � value of 0.88 ()0.71 Å-1)
per carbon atom assuming a through-bond tunneling. This �
value is in good agreement with the previously reported values
in the literature.13,29-31 Consequently, the correct exponential
decrease of conductance upon a molecular length increase,
temperature dependence of I(V) characteristics, and agreement
with decay coefficients all point to a valid molecular junction.

Transition Voltage Spectroscopy. Transition voltage spec-
troscopy (TVS) is a very promising method as a spectroscopic
tool for molecular transport junctions.14-16,32-34 Initially, TVS
was used to estimate the barrier height (ΦB) of tunneling via a
molecular junction by measuring a transition voltage (Vtrans)
required to permit a crossover from direct tunneling to
Fowler-Nordheim tunneling.14,15 Now this method is becoming
a popular tool in a variety of nanostructured electronic systems
such as metal-semiconductor carbon nanotube intermolecular
junctions35 and nanodielectrics for organic transistors36 and
inorganic nanowire transistors,37 as well as in molecular
electronics. Recently, TVS has also facilitated a calibration of
orbital energy positions in single-molecule transistors.6

Moreover, the exquisite interpretation of TVS, fulfilled by
comparison of the Simmons model and the coherent Landauer
approach, suggests that length-dependent TVS measurements
for saturated alkyl chains can provide a critical test to distinguish
true molecular junctions from a vacuum tunnel junction with
no molecules.16 For this, we performed TVS on a series of
alkanedithiol molecules having different lengths ranging from
DC8 to DC12, employing the electromigrated nanogap junctions.
Measurement of Vtrans in the alkanedithiol junctions is illustrated
in Figure 5. To generate Figure 5, representative length-
dependent I(V) curves displayed in the inset of Figure 5 were
transformed to axes of ln(I/V2) against 1/V, known as a
Fowler-Nordheim plot where an inflection point denotes Vtrans

Figure 3. Semilog plot of temperature-variable I(V) characteristics for
Au-1,8-octanedithiol-Au junctions at selected temperatures (4.2, 30,
60, and 90 K).

Figure 4. Semilog plot of the conductance versus the number of carbon
atoms for five different length alkanedithiol nanogap junctions. The
decay coefficient (�) can be determined from the linear fit (the solid
line), yielding a � value of 0.88 ()0.71 Å-1) per carbon atom assuming
a through-bond tunneling. The average conductance values and standard
deviations for the selected data are also given in Figure S2 (in the
Supporting Information). The inset shows length-dependent I(V) curves
in the low-bias linear regime, where a conductance value is obtained
from linear fits to the data.
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(as indicated by the vertical dashed line in Figure 5). Vtrans for
a series of alkanedithiol molecules is summarized graphically
in Figure 6. The average value of Vtrans, represented by the solid
line in Figure 6, falls within the standard deviation (within two
dashed lines) of measured values for each of the molecules,
thereby illustrating that Vtrans is invariant with molecular length
for alkanedithiols. This result is consistent with the fact that
the HOMOsLUMO gap of these molecules is virtually length
independent, and thus agrees with the data of Beebe et al.15

Similarly, ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy measurements
have shown that the energy offset between the HOMO and the
electrode’s Fermi level for different length alkyl chains is
constant.38,39

We note that such length constancy in Vtrans for the al-
kanedithiol junctions is fully in agreement with the results
expected from a coherent molecular transport model based on
the Landauer formula; that is, Vtrans is independent of molecular
length (longer than ∼8 Å) for constant ΦB.16 On the other hand,
Vtrans is expected to be inversely proportional to tunneling length
for the case of a tunnel junction without molecules obeying the
Simmons model.16 Only within the coherent molecular transport
picture, Vtrans can be directly scaled with ΦB, thus giving valid
information on molecular energy levels. Therefore, our findings
on length-dependent TVS measurements provide additional

verification of the molecular junction formation by the elec-
tromigration.

Conclusions

In the present study, we have demonstrated the proof of
intrinsic molecular transport in the electromigrated nanogap
junctions using a mutiprobe approach combining a variety of
transport techniques. The completely assigned IETS spectrum,
the temperature-independent I(V) behavior, the correct expo-
nential decay of conductance with molecular length, and the
length-dependent TVS measurements for the saturated alkyl
control series all indicate the fact that we did indeed probe a
molecular system in the electromigrated nanogap junctions.
These results can provide stringent criteria to establish a valid
molecular transport junction under a probabilistic fabrication
process.
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